
Stage size  
We recommend stage size about 5x4m (for 5+1 show) and 8x4m (for 7+1 show).  
But we did shows even using smaller stage in clubs and discos. It just looks better if the 
dancers are a bit more far away from each other, show looks greater.

Stage height 
We recommend at least 3m high stage. It looks a lot better, if the stage is higher though.

Lighting conditions 
Total dark is ideal for Tron Dance/Tron Girls performance. But we did shows in shop-
ping malls, where there was quite a lot of light. The most important thing is to have 
dark background behind the stage.

Audio requirements 
We recommend to use good quality audio with strong bass. It’s a lot better when  
audience can actually feel the beats.

Rehearsal 
Every stage is a bit different and we strongly recommend to perform at least one  
rehearsal to test all the equipment.

Stage Floor 
We recommend to use matte carpet on the stage, so the light from costumes is not  
reflected on the stage.

Audio 
We use standard notebook to play audio file synchronously with the light show. 
If it’s required, we can also receive MIDI/LTC time code (Please let us know in advance, 
so we bring all the necessary equipment).

Additional lighting effects 
We don’t recommend to use additional lightning for the show, except for lasers.  
If the lights are on, black suits can be still visible. Lasers don’t light up surrounding  
environment, thus are good addition to Tron Dance/ Tron Girls performance. If addition-
al light effects are required, at least we recommend to aim them to surrounding area  
(not the stage with the dancers).
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WIRELESS

STAGE

SUIT CONTROLLER

ETHERNET CABLE (UP TO 100m)

width
5m

depth
4m

MAIN SHOW COMPUTER
WITH AUDIO OUTPUT

(brought by us)

AUDIO CABLE TO
SPEAKER SYSTEM
(we require standard
3.5 mm jack)

*TRON MAN SHOW uses UV lights
which are also controlled by Suit Controller

UV LAMP*

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

We use one computer to control complete show.  
This computer sends signal over Ethernet to wireless suit-controller.  
Each suit receives its own signal, so we can control it separately.
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For booking Tron Dance or Tron Girls performance  
and more information please contact:

Showtacle Ltd., Pečnianska 21, 85101 Bratislava, Slovakia

/Tron-Man 
@tronman_show

/TronGirls 
@trongirls

/TronDanceOfficial 
@tron_dance_show
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